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unlike windows defender which
required a reboot before doing a
scan, eset does not need this and
will scan in the background. the

program interface is typically
simple to navigate and all tasks are

as well, although you will have
some r in the navigation bar which
lets you switch to a segment of the

interface where you can do the
same tasks manually, or create

batch scans. another issue is that
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the main area of notifications is not
as straight forward. instead of a

right-click to clear, you need to use
the charms bar and uncheck 'yes'
before eset nod32 antivirus will

disappear. other features that are a
little awkward to use include the
need to delete hotkeys, and its
need to be restarted. the main
navigation bar is fine, although
does not include the often used

and easily missed updates, scan for
updates, and help on the eset help
button. instead, use the options on
the left side of the window. under
the hood, eset nod32 antivirus can

handle numerous file formats.
interestingly, the program will

identify ntfs partitions regardless of
the version number of the file
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system. the program first checks
the binary, before text, or where

applicable the size, timestamp, and
the hash of the file. unfortunately,
the program does not report on the

reason for the detection, like it
does for the malware identification.
however, eset nod32 antivirus is a

very valuable free program to
check out if you are unsure about

the file type. to remove or
quarantine a suspicious file, you

have to select the file and then go
to the actions tab, which presents
the option to add it to a quarantine
area. it also supports the addition

of the file to a quarantine area that
was previously created. similarly,
when you remove a file, it will let

you know about the potential risks
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by displaying a red dot to warn
you.
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the information center provides
general information and optional

information on the file, which is not
otherwise accessible elsewhere.

eset nod32 antivirus also supplies a
real-time overview, in case you

would like to view it. the standard
eset notification area is fairly

straightforward, although the check
of the latest updates, scanning, and
maintenance of the settings area is
just buried away. it is located right
above the 'list of recently opened'

and the 'list of recently closed.'
these lists are merely snapshots of

when you last accessed the
program. as there is no date stamp,
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they are not reliable for
determining when a program last

did a scan. the avira and
bitdefender interfaces are more
similar in some ways, but eset

nod32 antivirus has its own set of
buttons. the inspection window, for

example, is different for each
program, although a handful of

options are common to most of the
files. eset nod32 antivirus also

allows a cleaner view than the two
other programs, which in some
areas, makes for a much faster

scan. eset is designed with an easy-
to-use graphical interface that

allows users to run, schedule or
block scanning activities. you can
tweak advanced settings to fine-

tune scans and threats, set criteria
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for local and network devices, use
automatic updates, specify files for

automatic scanning and monitor
activities with a variety of graphs.
eset has won the av-comparatives

awards for best free antivirus
software in recent years. but eset

also took the av-comparatives best
free antivirus software award for
each of the last four years (2009,

2010, 2011, 2012), and for its
2012-2013 annual performance

rating, eset took the av-
comparatives best free antivirus

software award for the third
straight year as it was the top-rated
(most-approved) free-tier antivirus
product for 2012-2013. in fact, eset
has scored as the top product in av-
test’s annual antivirus rankings for
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each of the last 11 years.
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